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At a glance v 

At a glance 

This paper is for anyone wanting to know the factors that determine how long it takes the 

Parliamentary Budget Office (PBO) to complete a costing, including parliamentarians and 

their staff, journalists and members of the public. 

Once the PBO receives a request from a parliamentarian we undertake some initial research 

to determine if further information is required and to make an assessment of the likely time 

required to prepare a response. If further data is required, the PBO reaches out to the 

relevant parties.  

Costing response timeframes are affected by the complexity of the proposal, availability of 

information, level of analysis or model development required, the extent to which work can 

be done concurrently, and the available resources given competing priorities.  

To help ensure an equitable allocation of resources the PBO uses a prioritisation framework. 

The highest priority requests relate to the relevance of the request to matters before the 

Parliament or soon to be before the Parliament.  

Throughout the costing process, the PBO shares the progress being made on a 

parliamentarian's requests and the likely timeframe for response. Parliamentarians can 

request changes to the priority of their requests. 
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1 Introduction 

The purpose of the PBO is to inform the Parliament by providing independent and 

non-partisan analysis of the budget cycle, fiscal policy and the financial implications of 

proposals. In particular, the PBO aims to help level the playing field for all parliamentarians by 

providing access to publicly funded costing and budget analysis services.  

To meet client demand for services, we use a prioritisation framework. The framework 

ensures parliamentarians have an equitable level of access to policy costings and budget 

analysis services. 

This paper sets out: 

• the costing process, including how we keep parliamentarians informed of timeframes

around their costing requests

• the factors that affect the time it takes for us to respond to costing requests

• the framework that we apply to prioritise competing demands for costing resources.

We are committed to continually improving our business processes, and the prioritisation 

framework is reviewed periodically.      
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2 Our costing process 

2.1 A step-by-step guide to the costing process 

The PBO costing process involves a number of steps. These are depicted in Figure 1 and 

discussed further below. 

Figure 1: Parliamentary Budget Office Costing Process 

1 Parliamentarians making costing requests are encouraged to discuss their requests with 

the PBO on a confidential basis before formally lodging their request. This helps ensure 

that requests which are lodged formally with the PBO are clearly and comprehensively 

specified.   

2 Formal requests are registered on the PBO workflow application and allocated to a 

costing team. Registration and allocation of requests are generally completed within one 

working day of receipt, and confirmation of receipt is provided to the requestor.  

3 The action officer undertakes some initial research to: 

– determine whether the costing is properly specified and, if necessary, engage with

the requestor to clarify aspects of the request

– check whether the request is a re-costing of a previous proposal or is a new piece

of work

– check whether the PBO has all the data needed to complete the request or

whether information needs to be requested from agencies.

4 The priority allocated to the request is then determined. This involves applying the 

PBO’s priority setting framework that is outlined in Section 4, below.   
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5 Once the priority is determined, we estimate the indicative timeframe it is likely to take 

to complete the costing. 

6 If information is required from Australian Government agencies, the action officer will 

prepare an information request. Those relating to non-urgent costings are requested 

within 10 working days. Information is sought within 5 working days for urgent costings. 

Some complex requests, however, may take agencies longer than 10 days to complete.1 

7 The action officer will commence work on building or updating the costing model. The 

timing of this will depend on the priority of the request and how much work can be done 

in advance of receiving responses to any information requests. 

8 Once the information request response is received and the model is prepared, the action 

officer will complete the budget or costing analysis for inclusion in the response and will 

draft the written response.   

9 All PBO responses are assigned a checking officer who is responsible for checking the 

estimates and the written response. The checking process can commence early in the 

costing process and concludes once the costing has been dispatched to the 

parliamentarian.   

10 Once a costing has been prepared and checked, it enters the clearance stage where the 

costing is cleared by senior staff (commencing with the lead Director) before being 

submitted to the Parliamentary Budget Officer for review and signature.   

– This stage is usually completed within one or two working days, depending upon

whether any issues are identified in the clearance process.

11 The final step involves dispatching the response to the requesting parliamentarian, and 

being available to explain any aspects of the costing response and, where relevant, 

discuss issues to do with the public release of this analysis. 

2.2 Engagement with parliamentarians on requests 

Throughout the costing process, the PBO recognises the importance of keeping 

parliamentarians informed of progress that is being made on their requests and the likely 

timeframes for responses. We endeavour to do this as follows. 

• As soon as a costing or budget analysis request is received, we acknowledge receipt in

writing and provide a PBO reference number that can be used to track progress with

that request.

• Within a week of receiving a request, or earlier for high priority requests, we provide an

indicative timeframe for completion to the requesting parliamentarian.

1 These timeframes reflect the Memorandum of Understanding between the Parliamentary Budget Office 

and the Heads of Commonwealth Bodies in relation to the Provision of Information and Documents.  
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• On at least a fortnightly basis, we provide an update to each requesting party or

parliamentarian on progress that is being made across all costing and budget analysis

requests they have submitted and seek feedback on any changes in priorities or key

dates that we should be aware of (whether we have this discussion with an individual

member or a party depends on whether the request has been submitted on behalf of a

party or on behalf of an individual member). This update includes providing information

to requestors on which stage each costing is up to in the overall process.

• When close to completion, we provide a likely date for the completion of the costing

request.

• When urgent and high priority requests are presented to the PBO, we provide more

frequent (often daily or intradaily) updates on progress and estimates of completion

timeframes.

For this process to work efficiently, requestors are asked to advise the PBO of the priority of 

their requests and specify whether there are any critical dates that the PBO should take into 

account in setting the timeframes for completing requests. These could include expected 

policy announcement dates, parliamentary committee reporting timeframes or expected 

timeframes for legislative debates. In some cases, requestors are also asked to consider 

refining the number of options they would like the PBO to analyse in order to have their 

highest priority responses completed in a timelier manner. 

3 Factors that affect response timeframes 

The PBO endeavours to provide responses to requests as soon as possible. As highlighted 

above, once each request’s priority relative to other requests has been determined, the 

timeframe for responding to that request is estimated.   

This timeframe will depend on the: 

• complexity of the request

• availability of information

• analysis and model development required to meet the request

• extent to which different steps in the costing process can be undertaken concurrently

• available resources given competing priorities across all requests.

Simple requests and updates of previous requests can be completed more quickly than 

complex requests or requests that have not been costed before. Simple requests are those 

which do not require the construction of models, substantial research and analysis, or 

information to be sought from agencies.     

Complex requests require more time for completion due to a number of different factors. 

Generally, requests that involve making significant changes to a complex area or areas of the 

tax or outlays systems will require more resources in order to: 

• understand the baseline policy and the details of the policy proposal, including

interactions with other policies and programs

Factors that affect response timeframes  
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• request and receive detailed information from Australian Government agencies

• build a model to undertake the costing, including making judgements about behavioural

responses and interactions, where relevant

• provide follow-up support to the requestor, including explaining details of the response.

Resource constraints may arise both within the PBO and in agencies from which information 

needs to be obtained.   

Complex high priority requests may be completed after simple lower priority requests in 

situations where the PBO is dependent on data or significant model development to 

complete the more complex request.   

Allocating resources to develop models to respond to more complex requests will increase 

average response times for all other requests.      

From time to time, some requests are put ‘on hold’ by the PBO which implies that no 

resources are allocated to progressing the request. This occurs when either: 

• the PBO requires a clarification of the specification included in a request and has sought

that clarification but has not yet received a response

• the requesting parliamentarian advises that the request should be afforded a low

priority relative to other requests and there are a significant number of outstanding

requests.

We will not proceed with an ‘on hold’ request until either the parliamentarian advises that 

the priority afforded that costing has increased or where the requested policy clarification has 

been received. The PBO reviews the status of ‘on hold’ requests with the parliamentarian or 

party concerned on a regular basis. The period when a costing request is ‘on hold’ is not 

captured in PBO statistics that capture response timeframes.   
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4 Our priority setting framework 

As the PBO has limited resources to complete its work it is important to prioritise requests 

that are submitted. Setting priorities requires judgment, and involves decisions being made 

about which pieces of work will receive the most resources and be completed first.  

Prioritisation occurs regularly and takes into account the flow of requests, our levels of 

resourcing, and the relative importance of a particular request to the parliamentarian or 

party who has made it. 

The priority setting framework outlined below aims to set the priority given to particular 

parliamentarian requests against all other outstanding requests that have been submitted to 

the PBO. The framework aims to ensure the equitable sharing of our services amongst 

parliamentarians. It takes into account factors such as the relevance of particular issues in the 

contemporary debate and the priority that parliamentarians place on individual requests. 

The PBO seeks to minimise subjectivity in the priority decision making process by consistently 

applying a priority setting framework through the life of the costing. This includes at the time 

at which a costing is received and then reviewing this on an ongoing basis until the costing is 

completed.   

The priority setting framework principally relates to formal written requests made to the 

PBO. The PBO frequently receives inquiries from parliamentarians or their staff by telephone 

or in person.  

• Many questions relate to PBO processes and how to go about lodging a request. We

will aim to answer these as fully as possible and where relevant, by directing the

inquirer to our guidance material.

• Where a question relates to a costing issue or budget analysis, we will endeavour to

answer such questions as fully as possible with the publicly available factual

information we have to hand. If a more detailed response is required or it involves

either seeking new information or information not in the public domain, we would

request that the parliamentarian lodge a formal request with the Parliamentary

Budget Officer using the appropriate request template. Such requests must come

from the parliamentarian concerned, either by an email from them or a letter. They

will be prioritised using the priority setting framework.
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The PBO’s priority setting framework applies the following criteria in the order set out below. 

Note that at the time of an election, whether a request is a non-caretaker or caretaker 

request is also an important factor in determining the timing of its completion. During the 

caretaker period the PBO prioritises costing requests received in the caretaker period over 

requests that were lodged prior to the start of the caretaker period. 

The rest of this section works through each of the criterion, providing additional detail on 

how these are applied. It is important to emphasise at the outset that these criteria and the 

framework we apply does not limit what can be requested by a member of Parliament, 

rather, it affects the timing of when requests may be completed. 

Criterion 1: The relevance of the request to matters before 

the Parliament 

The highest priority is placed on requests relating to matters before the Parliament, or soon 

to be before the Parliament.   

This criterion is particularly relevant in determining the relative priority of requests received 

from different parliamentarians or parties. It ensures that the PBO’s priority work is 

consistent with its mandate. The PBO informs the Parliament by providing independent and 

non-partisan advice which aims to level the playing field for all parliamentarians. Our priority 

setting process must recognise the importance of requests that are closely linked to current 

parliamentary debates, relate to upcoming Bills or relate to current Parliamentary committee 

inquiries. Critical dates for these parliamentary matters are identified and we work backwards 

from these in planning our costing processes to ensure that, wherever possible, advice is 

provided in a timely manner.  

Priority setting framework criteria 

1 Relevance of the request to matters before the Parliament or soon to be before the 
Parliament 

2 Level of priority given to the request by the parliamentarian’s political party and/or 
the parliamentarian 

3 Level of representation in the Parliament of the requesting political party or the 
group of parliamentarians supporting a joint request 

4 Extent to which the parliamentarian or party has recently made use of the PBO’s 
services 

5 Length of time that a request has been with the PBO 
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Criterion 2: The level of priority given to the request by the 

parliamentarian’s political party and/or the 

parliamentarian  

The second criterion is the level of priority given to the request by the parliamentarian’s 

political party and/or the parliamentarian. Where there is no centralised approach by the 

requesting parliamentarian’s political party the hierarchy provided by the party leadership 

will be used to assist prioritisation. This principle seeks input from the requestor as to the 

priority of the request relative to their other requests.  

This criterion is particularly important for major non-Government parties or independent 

members who make significant use of the PBO. It enables the PBO to effectively prioritise 

within the set of requests received from a given party and to make adjustments from time to 

time within these requests when priorities change. 

The highest priority requests from parties that do not directly relate to Parliamentary 

business, usually relate to internal party priorities around policy announcements. While the 

PBO will always endeavour to complete costing requests in the timeframes required for policy 

announcements, it is not always possible given the complexity of requests and competing 

priorities. Consistency in prioritisation, clear communication around critical dates and close 

engagement through the costing process increases the likelihood that PBO costing and 

budget analysis requests can be completed in desired timeframes. 

Criterion 3: The level of representation in the Parliament 

of the requesting party or the group of parliamentarians 

supporting a joint request 

To provide equitable access to PBO resources across the Parliament, our judgement is that 

the level of resources allocated across Parliamentary parties and groups of parliamentarians 

supporting joint requests should broadly reflect their representation in the Parliament. This 

implies that the larger non-government parties should generally receive the majority of the 

PBO’s costing resources. It also implies that a request submitted on behalf of a group of 

parliamentarians would receive a higher priority than one that is supported by a single 

parliamentarian, all else being equal.  

Given that Government senators and members have access to the public service to undertake 

costing analysis on their behalf, the PBO considers it appropriate to prioritise 

non-government parliamentary requests where there are competing priorities, although we 

recognise the value that PBO costings play in internal policy debates within all parties.   
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Criterion 4: The extent to which the parliamentarian or 

party has made use of the PBO’s services  

This seeks to ensure an equitable sharing of our services among members of Parliament over 

time. It takes into account the extent to which the parliamentarian or party has made use of 

our services.   

The application of this criterion implies that requests from infrequent users of the PBO’s 

services will be prioritised. This criterion is important because it means that if a minor party 

or individual parliamentarian makes a number of requests of the PBO at a point in time, after 

having not used the PBO very much before, there is a preference to complete these requests 

as a high priority.  

Criterion 5: Length of time that a request has been with 

the PBO 

The PBO aims to complete all requests in a timely manner, but as discussed above, 

competition for resources makes this challenging. The final element of the prioritisation 

framework is to prioritise requests that have been with us for some time over requests which 

are afforded a similar priority by parliamentarians which have only just been received.    

5 Further information 

The PBO has published a suite of papers that explain other aspects of a policy costing. 

• Guide to reading PBO costings (2022) provides a quick overview of what a costing is, the

process of requesting a PBO costing, and how to read a PBO costing (published on

14 July 2022).

• What is a Parliamentary Budget Office costing? (2017) provides a conceptual

explanation of what a costing is, what it is designed to capture and how a costing

estimate is generated (published on 30 November 2017).

• Including broader economic effects in policy costings (2017) discusses the challenges

associated with incorporating broader economic effects in policy costings and the PBO’s

approach (published on 30 November 2017).

• Factors influencing the reliability of policy proposal costings (2017) provides an

explanation of the factors that affect the reliability of costing estimates and how these

are reflected in PBO costing advice (published on 13 September 2017).

The PBO welcomes feedback on the prioritisation framework. For further information or to 

provide feedback, please email pbo@pbo.gov.au. 
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